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Well here are The Rules (for the competition, I'm not referring to the book also called 'The Rules' that
teaches desperate women how to get a husband):

Artists must register their interest to Juvenile Mike for C2F members or Furious Max for Heromorph
members by July 7th and let them know your email address (PM your email to me guys).

Teams of 1 Heromorph member and 1 C2F member will be randomly decided by fate (supervised by
Max and Mike).  Each artist will be sent their team-mate's  email address on July 8th.

It is the responsibility of each artist to contact their team-mate and choose a 2 character base pic
together.  If you can't agree we suggest watching Sesame Street.

The last day for posting finished artwork is August 8th. 
Teams enter their image by the C2F artist posting the image at C2F and the Heromorph artist posting
the image at Heromorph on or before the deadline.

Voting will be done at the Heromorph site by way of a poll on the front page.  Voting starts on August
9 and will stay open through August 21st.

The general theme is cooperation or rivalry but, like taking a shower, is not mandatory (please
shower during the competition).

Anyone can vote.  Voters can vote based on any criteria they want (including, but not limited to,
closing your eyes and pointing).

Adult pics (involving nudity or adult themes) are permitted but must be posted in an adult gallery. 
Roswell Porn and farting manips are not allowed... because Furious Max said so and he is having
trouble sleeping.

Large cash prizes will not be given to the winners - mostly because Max blew all the large cash
buying a container of miniature basketballs.  But also because we can't prevent dishonest people
from making multiple votes.  However if anyone wants to donate cheap prizes for the winning team
and ship them (possibly internationally) it would be welcome.  

There's no small print because the rules are pretty basic and there are no judges.   No
correspondence will be entered into (unless you're a really hot chick).

Max - anyone want to buy a miniature basketball?

P.S.  Can any of the moderators let me know if they can commit to setting up and closing the poll? 
Thanks.
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